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 How Minimum Sentences Benefit Offenders – The Case of Suspended Sentences   

Oren Gazal-Ayal* and Nevine Emmanuel** 

Legislators often require that if certain conditions are fulfilled, a specific or 

minimal sentence is imposed. This study shows how such rules might benefit 

defendants. Israeli law requires that a suspended prison sentence be activated if 

the offender is reconvicted of a further offense during the term of suspension. 

Hence, the suspended sentence becomes a sort of minimum sentence for a breach 

offense. Yet judges are allowed to prolong the suspended term if, among other 

things, the breach offense is minor and hence does not result in a prison sentence. 

Using propensity score matching to analyze a rich database of magistrate court 

cases, we find that judges refrain from sentencing breaching defendants to prison, 

even if the breach offense justifies imprisonment, in order to circumvent the 

requirement to activate the suspended sentence. Moreover, for severe offenses, 

courts are less likely to sentence an offender to prison if the offender is in breach 

of a suspended sentence, compared to a similar offender who is not in such breach. 

For such offenses, being in breach of a suspended sentence reduces the likelihood 

of a prison sentence. For some offenders, the suspended sentence thus becomes a 

benefit rather than a punishment.  
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INTRODUCTION 

After Mr. Haddad and his two co-defendants had pleaded guilty to grievous bodily harm and 

wounding, their sentencing hearing began (The State of Israel v. Haddad 2015). The prosecutor 

asked for a prison sentence of 14 months and Judge Beeri knew that, based on sentencing practices, 

the appropriate sentence should include several months of imprisonment. However, when the 

prosecutor presented Haddad's criminal record, Judge Beeri had to pause. Apparently, Haddad had 

been subjected to a 24-month suspended sentence. The current conviction was a breach of this 

previously imposed suspended sentence. If Judge Beeri had sentenced Haddad even to a short 

prison term, he would have had to activate the two-year suspended sentence. The probation reports 

showed Haddad’s promising progress in an alcohol rehab program, and the judge thought that such 

a long prison term would harm this rehabilitation. Yet the law is clear. If a defendant with an 

activatable suspended sentence, like Haddad, breaches the condition of a suspended sentence and 

commits a further offense (a breach offense), the suspended sentence must be activated.  

 The only way to avoid this harsh result is to prolong the suspension period of the sentence. 

However, prolonging the suspension term is only allowed if the breach offense is so minor that the 

sentence for that breach offense does not include imprisonment (not even a suspended prison 

sentence). How could Judge Beeri hold that for an offense of grievous bodily harm and wounding, 

the sentence should not include imprisonment? Based on sentencing practices and precedents it 

obviously should.  

 Still, Judge Beeri decided that it would be wrong to send Hadad to such a long term of 

imprisonment. Although the Supreme Court has clearly stated that sentences for breach offenses 
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should not be decided based on such tactical considerations (Mahageneh v. The State of Israel 

2009), Judge Beeri refused to activate such a long suspended sentence in this case. Faced with the 

dilemma of either a two-year prison sentence or no prison at all, he chose the latter. The judge 

explained that, because of the positive probation report and due to the long activatable suspended 

sentence, he had decided to prolong the suspension period. Haddad was sentenced to 300 hours of 

community service and 12-month probation. The two co-defendants, who were not in breach of a 

suspended sentence, were sent to six months of prison terms and additional penalties, and although 

their prison terms were served as service labor, their sentence was still much harsher than 

Haddad’s.1  

 Haddad was probably confused. When he had previously been convicted and sentenced to 24-

months of suspended sentence, he had been warned that if he was convicted of a breach offense, 

he would serve a 24-month term in prison, in addition to the sentence for the breach offense. Yet 

when he was convicted of such an offense, he was sent to the probation office while his co-

defendants, who did not have a substantial criminal record like he did, and were not subject to an 

activatable suspended sentence, were sent to the prison authorities.   

 The suspended sentence was a strange punishment; instead of inflicting harm, it provided a 

benefit. Instead of prompting a long prison term, it set him free.  

 This study examines the effect of suspended sentences in Israel. It shows that Mr. Haddad is 

not unique in benefiting from being subject to a suspended sentence. In fact, for different types of 

 

1 Service labor (unlike community service) is considered a prison sentence and requires the defendant to work for about 8 hours a day for 

the duration of the prison term, under the supervision of the prison authority. Community service, which is a much more lenient sentence, 

is measured in hours (not days) and is supervised by the probation office (see Emmanuel and Gazal-Ayal 2019). 
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offenses, convicted offenders are less likely to be sent to prison if they are in breach of a suspended 

sentence compared to similarly situated offenders who are not in breach. Suspended sentences 

were supposed to threaten defendants that if they reoffended, they would serve at least the 

suspended term. Instead, they often gave these defendants a get-out-of-jail-free card.  

 The Israeli suspended sentence is, de facto, a type of mandatory minimum sentence. Unlike 

most mandatory minimum sentences, it is set by a judge for a specific offender, not by the legislator 

for a specific offense. Yet, for the sentencing judge, a minimum sentence and an activatable 

suspended sentence have a similar effect. Both limit his or her sentencing discretion in a similar 

way. Thus, although this study examines the effect of suspended sentences in Israel, its findings 

are relevant to many other types of mandatory minimum sentences. If we find that the attempts to 

bypass the mandatory prison sentence produce fewer prison sentences, the result questions the 

effectiveness of some other forms of mandatory minimum sentences.  

 This is not the first study to show that mandatory minimum sentencing is sometimes 

circumvented. Numerous empirical studies have documented different ways mandatory sentencing 

laws are circumvented (see, e.g., Bjerk 2005; for a review of the literature, see Tonry 1996, 2009). 

Several scholars argue that, in some cases, mandatory sentences yield fewer convictions because 

judges or juries are reluctant to convict offenders who are subject to harsh mandatory sentences 

(see, e.g., Barkow 2003; Leipold 2005; Loftin et al. 1983; Oliss 1995; Sauer 1995; U.S. Sentencing 

Comm’n 1991). Others show that judges find ways to sentence defendants to shorter terms than 

the law or guidelines prescribe (Bowman and Heise 2001; U.S. Sentencing Comm’n 1991). Still 

other studies point to changes in prosecutorial practices as a main locus of circumvention, finding 

that prosecutors are reluctant to prosecute charges carrying a mandatory sentence or alter such 
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charges in exchange for a guilty plea (U.S. Sentencing Comm’n 1991).  For example, Bjerk (2005) 

shows how such sentencing laws lead prosecutors to reduce felony charges to misdemeanors when 

three-strikes laws require a harsh mandatory sentence for repeat felony offenders.  

 Still, as a study of judicial sentencing practices, this study is unique. First, most (though not 

all) previous studies examined the effect of minimum sentencing by comparing decisions made in 

two different periods: before minimum sentencing was introduced and afterward. However, 

before-and-after-studies are challenged by an infinite number of other changes that have occurred 

around the same time as the change which is examined (National Institute for Occupational Safety 

and Health (NIOSH) 2001: 17–28; Torgerson and Torgerson 2008: 9–16). This study uses a unique 

setting in which, during the same period, some of the defendants are subject to mandatory 

minimum sentences (i.e., the activatable suspended sentence) and others, who have committed the 

same offenses, are not, thus overcoming the limitations of the before-and-after methodology. We 

use propensity score matching to match defendants with and without suspended sentences. This 

analysis, accompanied by sensitivity analysis and additional examinations, assists in isolating the 

effect of the minimum sentence. Second, we find that in relatively severe offenses, not only do 

some of the defendants benefit from the suspended sentence, but the likelihood of a prison sentence 

decreases if the convicted defendant is subject to a suspended sentence. In other words, if avoiding 

a prison sentence is the aim of defendants, the number of defendants that benefit from the minimum 

sentence (the suspended sentence) is higher than the number of those who lose from it. In serious 

offenses, a suspended sentence does not increase the likelihood of a prison sentence - it decreases 

it.  
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Background 

 A suspended sentence, officially called “Conditional Imprisonment Penalty” (Hok HaOnshin 

(Penal Law) 5737–1977, §§ 52–60), is the most common type of criminal penalty imposed in 

Israel. A suspended sentence is a term of imprisonment that results in actual imprisonment only if 

the offender is convicted of a further offense during the term of suspension (Emmanuel and Gazal-

Ayal 2019). More than 85% of criminal sentences adjudicated by the magistrates’ courts, and more 

than 94% of criminal decisions adjudicated by district courts in Israel include such a penalty, often 

alongside other types of penalties such as immediate imprisonment and fines (Gazal-Ayal et al. 

2012:19–21).  

 According to the Israeli Penal Law (§ 52), "When a Court imposes a sentence of 

imprisonment, it may – in the sentence – direct that all or part of that penalty be conditional".2 The 

sentence should specify the conditional period (between one and three years) and the type of 

offenses which are breach offenses and thus activate the sentence. In most cases, the sentence is 

suspended for three years.  

 For example, a sentencing decision can state, "the defendant is hereby sentenced to 9 months 

of imprisonment conditioned on committing a property offense in the next three years." This is a 

9-month suspended sentence. If the defendant commits a theft (a breach offense) a year later and 

is later convicted of that theft, the 9-month sentence becomes an activatable suspended sentence.3 

 

2 Unlike other jurisdictions, the law in Israel does not limit the term which can be suspended. The only restriction is that the term of 

imprisonment should not exceed the maximum penalty set for the offense. The maximum term in England and Wales is two years (see 

Irwin-Rogers and Roberts 2019: 139). In the Netherlands, sentences of up to four years may be suspended but the period of suspension is 

limited to 24 months (see Aarten 2019: 235–6). For Australia, see Freiberg (2019: 81–3). 
3 The code states that the 9-month term shall be served consecutively to the sentence for the theft itself “unless for reasons that should be 

recorded, the court decided to impose the two terms concurrently, in full or in part”. 
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In that case, the court “shall order” the activation of the suspended sentence (Hok HaOnshin (Penal 

Law) 5737–1977, §§55(a) +58).   

 In many instances, the suspended sentence is imposed in addition to an immediate 

imprisonment term. As we show elsewhere (Reference deleted for anonymization), Magistrate 

Courts add a suspended sentence to 97% of the sentences that include immediate imprisonment. 

Such sentence decisions often state something like “I hereby sentence the defendant to 24 months 

of imprisonment, of which 6 months are immediate and 18 months are conditioned on committing 

a drug offense within three years”. Thus, a suspended sentence is usually not imposed as a means 

of relieving the defendants' sentence, nor should it be viewed as such. Suspended sentences are 

regularly added to immediate prison sentences in both minor cases and severe cases (including 

manslaughter, rape, and aggravated assault cases).  

 Note that a suspended sentence in Israel is substantially different than in most other 

jurisdictions. In other countries, a suspended sentence is limited, usually to two years at most, and 

cannot be added to an immediate prison sentence (see e.g., Irwin-Rogers and Roberts 2019; Aarten 

2019; Freiburg 2019; Varona and Kemp 2020). Thus, it mainly replaces short prison sentences. In 

Israel, on the other hand, it is imposed in almost every sentence, for minor and severe offenses, 

either along with an immediate prison sentence or as an independent component.   

 This legal framework means that the court imposing a suspended sentence sets a de-facto 

minimum sentence for a breach offense. When the defendant is convicted of a breach offense, a 

second sentencing court must activate the suspended sentence and add that activated prison term 

to any term imposed for the breach offense.  
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 In some cases, though, the activation of the suspended sentence might be excessively harsh. 

When the breach offense is minor, and the suspended sentence is long, activation might result in 

disproportionally harsh punishment. After hearing of several stories of such unjust prison terms 

imposed following the activation of suspended sentences, in 1963 the Israeli Parliament added an 

amendment allowing courts, in unique and exceptional instances, to extend the period of 

suspension in lieu of activating the sentence (see Emmanuel and Gazal-Ayal 2019: 125). However, 

allowing courts to refrain from activating the sentence in this manner might undermine the 

effectiveness of this type of penalty, to deter defendants through a credible threat of a certain and 

substantial prison sentence for reoffending. Thus, the law imposes three cumulative restrictions on 

courts’ power to extend the suspension period. First, an extension of the suspension period is only 

allowed for one breach. If the offender breaches twice, the court must activate the suspended 

sentence.4 Second, judges must explain why it is unjust to activate the suspended sentence in their 

written opinion; this written explanation is meant to curtail the use of the exception, making these 

decisions more amenable to appeals.  

Third, and most important for our study, extending the suspension period after a breach is only 

allowed if the breach offense is minor to the extent that the sentence for that offense is non-

custodial. If the appropriate sentence for the breach offense is a prison term, even only a suspended 

prison term, the court must activate the suspended sentence.  

 But, as this study shows, this third condition has led courts to reverse the order of decisions 

in many of the cases. Rather than first determining the sentence for the breach offense, and only 

 

4 A 1995 provision authorized courts to extend the period of suspension more than once when the extension is required for drug abuse 

rehabilitation purposes (Hok HaOnshin (Penal Law) 5737–1977, §85).  
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then, if the defendant is not sentenced to imprisonment, deciding whether to extend the suspension 

period, courts first determine whether they want to activate the suspended sentence, and then, 

accordingly, decide whether to impose a term of imprisonment for the breach offense. As a result, 

in some cases, they refrain from imposing a prison sentence for an offense because the offender is 

subject to a suspended sentence. In other words, in some cases, an activatable suspended sentence 

shields the defendant from a prison sentence rather than increasing the likelihood of such a 

sentence following a breach. By restricting courts from extending the suspended term following a 

breach to minor offenses, the legislature encourages courts to treat serious offenses as minor ones 

when defendants are in breach of suspended sentences. In this study, we found that when a 

defendant is convicted of a serious offense, the likelihood of a prison sentence is lower if he or she 

has an activatable suspended sentence, compared to offenders without an activatable suspended 

sentence ceteris paribus. In such cases, the activatable suspended sentence reduces the likelihood 

of a prison sentence, instead of increasing it.  

 From a research standpoint, studying suspended sentences creates a unique setting for 

evaluating the effect of minimum sentencing; it allows us to compare between punishments 

imposed on defendants who are subject to “mandatory minimum sentence” (the suspended 

sentence), and those imposed on similar defendants – those who were tried in close time proximity 

and for similar offenses – but are not subject to this mandatory sentence. This comparison is 

unattainable through the examination of traditional mandatory sentencing statutes due to the lack 

of a control group.  

 In what follows, we explain our study and its findings. After specifying our hypotheses, in 

the second section, we present the database we employed, and the methodology adopted to 
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examine our hypotheses. The third section describes the results of the study. Our analysis shows 

that an activatable suspended sentence increases the probability of a prison sentence for minor 

offenses but has the opposite effect for serious offenses. Following a conviction for a serious 

offense, defendants are less likely to be sent to prison if they have an activatable suspended 

sentence, ceteris paribus. In this section, we also show that suspended sentences reduce the effect 

of offense severity on the sentence.  

 The fourth section, in turn, discusses the different results we received for minor and serious 

offenses. We explain that an activatable suspended sentence has two contradictory effects. On the 

one hand, because judges are instructed to activate the sentence following a breach, a suspended 

sentence can increase the likelihood of a prison sentence. On the other hand, because judges must 

refrain from sentencing the defendant to prison if they do not want to activate the sentence, a 

suspended sentence might reduce the likelihood of a prison sentence. Our discussion explains why 

the former effect is dominant in minor offenses and the latter in serious offenses. This section also 

discusses what the present study can teach us about the distortive effects of mandatory sentences 

in general. We then end with a summary of our conclusions.  

Hypotheses 

 Several studies have examined how judges circumvent rules that require them to impose 

sentences that they believe to be excessive. In Israel, Gazal-Ayal et al. (2013) showed that in 70% 

of the sentences, Magistrates' Courts did not follow the binding Supreme Court precedent requiring 

a prison sentence for aiding illegal aliens. Studies preceding United States v. Booker (2005), 

examining the effect of the then binding U.S. sentencing guidelines, show similar results (see U.S. 

Sentencing Comm’n 1991; Greenblatt 2008–2009). 
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 We thus hypothesize that judges invoke the exception in a substantial percentage of the cases 

despite its strict conditions. More importantly, we hypothesize that, other things being equal, an 

offender with an activatable suspended sentence is less likely to be sentenced to imprisonment 

than an offender who is not subject to a suspended sentence. Put differently, the suspended 

sentence becomes defendants’ insurance against imprisonment rather than a means of deterrence. 

In what follows, the present study examines this hypothesis.  

METHODOLOGY 

The Data 

The data for this study were extracted from the police criminal record database. The variables 

in the database include: i) defendant demographics (gender, age, religion); and ii) 

offense/sentencing histories (number of previous convictions, details of sentences imposed for 

previous convictions, including length of suspension period for suspended sentence, current 

offense type, sentence type imposed for current conviction, date of latest conviction, whether the 

defendant has activatable suspended sentences, the instance - trial or appellate court - and the 

district).5  

 From this database, we extracted all the sentences imposed on adult defendants in Israel 

during a three-year period (2014–2016). We restricted ourselves to Israeli defendants (excluding 

foreigners) and to Magistrate Court cases, which usually handle offenses for which the maximum 

sentence is seven years of imprisonment or less. Ninety-five percent of all criminal cases in Israel 

 

5 The database does not provide information on the judge’s identity and gender. 
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are tried in magistrates' courts (The Israeli Judicial Authority 2017).   

 We received the information in eight separate databases (including the offenses database, 

defendants’ demographics database, police files database, court judgments database, penalties 

database, etc.).6 We linked the databases to each other through three main keys: the defendant ID, 

the police file number,7 and the court file number.8 Then, we flattened the information from these 

databases into a single two-dimensional database made up of 75,528 court files, which include all 

the variables linked to that court file from the different databases. In this flattened database, 8,797 

of the defendants had an activatable suspended sentence. Our flattened database also allowed up 

to five police files and up to four offenses per police file, meaning we coded no more than 20 

offenses for each case. 9 We thus deleted 1,856 (~2.5 percent) court files that included too many 

police files or offenses for each sentence.10 Among the remaining 73,672 cases (8,240 with an 

activatable suspended sentence), we removed records of defendants with multiple cases during 

that period and left only the most recent court case for each defendant in the database. The resulting 

database was thus made up of 61,472 court files (5,764 with an activatable suspended sentence). 

Since prior convictions are a substantial sentencing factor, and since all defendants with an 

 

6 For example, the offenses database is a general list of offenses in Israel, and it includes, inter alia, the name of the relevant statute, the 

main and secondary sections and the maximum penalty of the offense. The judgments database includes, inter alia, information on the 

date of the court verdict, type of verdict (conviction or non-conviction); instance, the district, and whether it was a result of a plea bargain.  
7 Each police file can contain more than one offense. 
8 Each indictment submitted by the prosecution is given a court file number. All the numbers we received were altered (anonymized) to 

prevent the identification of personal data 
9 The police may, in one investigation, examine several offenses. In addition, the prosecutor may charge, using one indictment, offenses 

that were investigated in separate police files.  
10 These cases were omitted in order to limit the number of fields in the flattened database. This omission is not likely to bias the result. 

Since we examine the effect of suspended sentences when all other factors are similar, removing a small group of unique cases from both 

treatment and control groups does not undercut the ability to match similar cases from the two groups and thus examine the effect of the 

treatment when other things remain equal. Moreover, examining the omitted files shows that they do not differ from the sample in any 

relevant aspect. The main difference is in the number of police files or in the multiplicity of offenses in each police file. The only additional 

difference is an overrepresentation of administrative offenses and licensing offenses, among these omitted cases. Administrative offenses 

and licensing offenses rarely result in a prison sentence. Hence, it is unlikely that this omission affected the results. 
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activatable suspended sentence had at least one prior conviction, we also excluded time-first  

offenders from the database. This allowed us to examine the effect of an activatable suspended 

sentence rather than the effect of the defendants' criminal record. This removal of first-time 

offenders from the database left us with 32,764 cases (27,000 without a suspended sentence, but 

still 5,764 cases with a suspended sentence). We also removed 1,172 cases in which a defendant 

with an already prolonged suspended sentence was sentenced by the court, in which case the court 

had to activate the suspended term. This, in turn, reduced the database to 4,592 activatable 

suspended sentence cases, but still 27,000 cases without a suspended sentence.  

 Table 1 contains detailed information about the characteristics of the sample with respect to 

defendants with and without an activatable suspended sentence. 

             Table 1: INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE 

 These descriptive statistics show that defendants with an activatable suspended sentence were 

more likely to be young (up to 34 years of age), Jewish, without minor children, with a previous 

activated suspended sentence, with a previous imprisonment sentence, and with a prior juvenile 

record. These defendants also tended to have a higher number of prior convictions, and to be 

remanded in custody when the indictment was issued.11 Additionally, their indictment also tended 

to include more drug and property offense charges, and the mean of the maximum sentence for 

 

11 In Israel there are two main stages of detention decision. First, before the indictment is issued, courts may detain the suspects for few 

days, during the police investigation. Second, when the indictment is issued, the prosecution may request that the defendant be remanded 

until the end of the legal proceedings. When the prosecution asks for such a post-indictment remand, the defendant is usually held in 

custody until the court decides whether to accept the request. In most of these cases the defendant is held in custody, at least until the final 

decision on the prosecutor request, which may take weeks and sometimes even months. The remand variable is 1 if the prosecution asked 

that the defendant be detained until the end of the legal proceedings, and hence the defendant is in custody at the time of the indictment. It 

is coded 0 if the prosecutor did not ask for post-indictment remand and hence the defendant is released when the indictment is issued. The 

police database did not include the court’s final decisions on the prosecution’s request for remand, and hence we do not know which 

remanded defendants were released during the trial.  
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their principal offense was higher. 

Independent and Outcome Variables 

The key independent variable of interest in the present study was whether the defendant had 

an activatable suspended sentence when sentenced. The independent variable was coded 1 if the 

defendant had an activatable suspended sentence and 0 if she or he did not. The dependent variable 

(outcome) in the present study was whether the defendant was sentenced to imprisonment (1 for a 

prison sentence, 0 for a non-prison sentence).12 For defendants with a suspended sentence, we 

treated all decisions to activate the sentence as imprisonment sentences even if the court did not 

impose a prison term for the breach offense. That way, if we find that defendants with an 

activatable suspended sentence are less likely to be sent to prison as hypothesized, it will be despite 

the inclusion of these cases as imprisonment decisions.13  

 We controlled for a large set of covariates that were available in the database (both legal and 

extralegal factors) and that are known to exert an impact on sentencing. All the control variables 

are listed in Table 2.  

                    Table 2: INSERT TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE  

Propensity Score Methods 

 To infer causation, it is best to assign activatable suspended sentences randomly to 

defendants. This is, of course, impossible. Matching each activatable suspended sentence case to 

an otherwise identical case is another way to reach the same result. But when the number of 

 

12 Including a prison sentence that would be served via service labor in accordance with § 51B of the Israeli Penal Law, 1977. 
13 Admittedly, though, it is rare for courts to activate a suspended sentence without imposing a term of imprisonment for the breach offense 

which is at least concurrent with the activated sentence.  
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confounds is large, exact matching of all the individual variables results in the loss of too many 

samples and hence in a biased outcome (Stuart 2010: 5, 7). An alternative measure is thus to assure 

that the examined cases with and without an activatable suspended sentence are otherwise similar 

in the factors that affect sentences.  

 We used propensity score to match cases from the two groups (Williamson and Forbes 2014). 

Using propensity score matching (PSM) we created two similar sets of cases for defendants with 

and without activatable suspended sentences, assuring that the known confound cannot explain 

any difference we might find in the likelihood of prison sentences for each group.14 Propensity 

score matching assures that the distribution of the variables in the two groups is similar without 

the loss of too many samples that occurs when using exact matching (Stuart 2010). Still, to further 

reduce any potential difference between the treatment and control groups, we required exact 

matching in the most substantial confounds: the type of principal offense (the most serious 

offense), and the severity of the principal offense (measured by the maximum sentence prescribed 

for that offense). The exact matching of these two variables de-facto divided our database into 18 

datasets for each combination of offense type (six types)15 and offense severity (three levels - 

minor, mid-range and serious offense). Samples were only matched within each of those 18 sets.  

 The propensity score of each sample is the conditional probability of receiving the treatment 

(having an activatable suspended sentence) given a set of observed covariates. This score is 

estimated through a logistic regression model predicting treatment status using a range of 

 

14 For a review of different propensity score methods, see Austin (2014). 
15 Aiding Illegal Aliens (pertaining to Israelis who host, employ or drive a person who entered Israel illegally), Bodily Harm, Property, 

Public Order, Drug offenses and Other Offenses. 
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covariates related to both treatment allocation and outcome (prison sentence) (Williamson and 

Forbes 2014).16 Each defendant receives such a score, between 0 and 1, representing the 

probability of having an activatable suspended sentence.  

 We then matched every defendant with an activatable suspended sentence to a defendant 

without an activatable suspended sentence who had the most similar score (PSM 1:1). To reduce 

the loss of samples, we allowed PSM with replacement, meaning some defendants without an 

activatable suspended sentence were matched to more than one treated sample (with an activatable 

suspended sentence).17 Following Austin (2009, 2011), we used a caliper width of 0.2 of the 

standard deviation of the logit of the propensity score (hereafter: caliper width= 0.2 SD LPS or 0.2 

SD caliper) to exclude pairs which did not reside within the caliper limits. This means that, for a 

match to be made, the difference in the logits of the propensity scores (LPS) for pairs of individuals 

from the two groups had to be less than or equal to 0.2 times the standard deviation of logit of the 

PS (0.2 SD LPS). 

 One of the main confounds we examined is offense severity. Unfortunately, for historical 

reasons, the sentence prescribed in the penal law for each offense does not adequately represent 

the offense severity.18 Hence, for each offense, we calculated the proportion of convictions that 

resulted in prison sentences following conviction for that offense, removing from our database a 

few uncommon offenses, which were too rare to be categorized to one of the three severity 

 

16 We used the SAS LOGISTIC procedure in order to create the PS. 
17 Following Stuart (2010:11), we monitored the number of times each control (without an activatable suspended sentence) is matched for 

more than one treated individual. As shown in Table 3 below, ~79 percent of the matched non-activatable suspended sentence cases were 

matched to one activatable suspended sentence case, and 97 percent of them were matched no more than 3 times. 
18 The Public Committee for the Examination of the Penal Policy and the Treatment of Offenders Report, 2015 recommended that the 

maximum penalties prescribed by the Penal Law be reexamined in order to adjust these penalties to the commensurability principle.    
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groups.19 When less than one-third of the convictions resulted in prison sentences, the offense 

severity (OS) was categorized as minor (OS = 0). When more than two-thirds of the convictions 

resulted in prison, the offense severity was categorized as serious (OS = 2). For the remaining mid-

range offenses, OS = 1. For example, the database contained 2,391 cases with threat20 as the main 

offense; 24 percent ((574/2,391) * 100) of these convictions resulted in an imprisonment sentence. 

Since less than one third of the convictions of threat resulted in prison, threat was categorized as a 

minor offense, (OS = 0). On the other hand, burglary,21 an offense that resulted in prison sentences 

in 87.1 percent ((346/397) * 100) of the cases, was categorized as a serious offense (OS = 2).  

 This process resulted in a dataset of 8,013 cases: 4,575 defendants with an activatable 

suspended sentence and 3,438 defendants without an activatable suspended sentence. After adding 

the weighted variable,  the sample includes 9,150 cases, half with an activatable suspended 

sentence and half without, meaning less than 0.2 percent of the treated group were lost (4,575 from 

4,580).   

                 Table 3: INSERT TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE 

Standardized Differences 

After running the propensity score matching and having two matched groups, treatment and 

control, we examined whether the propensity score analysis indeed provided balanced samples 

 

19 We calculated the rate of prison sentences for each offense using our full control group of 27,000 sentences of defendants without an 

activatable suspended sentence. If there were fewer than 10 defendants convicted of a specific offense, we merged the offense with another 

offense of the same type (property, drugs, etc.) and a similar statutory maximum sentence. If we could not find such a parallel offense for 

the merger, we excluded the few cases with this offense from the database. This, of course, only happened with offenses that are rarely 

prosecuted. This process resulted in subtracting 12 cases from the treated group and 158 cases from the control group. This, in turn, reduced 

the database to 4,580 activatable suspended sentence cases and exactly 26,842 non-activatable suspended sentence cases.     
20 Offense according to §192 of Hok HaOnshin (Penal Law) 5737–1977. 
21 Breaking and entering into or out of a dwelling or place of worship offense according to §406 (b) of Hok HaOnshin (Penal Law) 5737–

1977. 
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that eliminated the differences between the groups at each level of the offense severity. If the 

absolute values of standardized differences are lower than 20 percent across all variables, the result 

is considered well balanced (Apel and Sweeten 2010: 543). As Table 4 shows, our post-PSM 

groups are balanced even if we use a much stricter standard of 10 percent (Williamson and Forbes 

2014).  

                    Table 4: INSERT TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE  

Table 4 shows that, while 18 variables were unbalanced before matching in the minor offense 

group (and fewer in the other groups), after matching all the variables were well balanced in all 

three levels of the offense severity variable. We separately examined the balance of the main 

continuous variables (age, number of offenses and offense severity) before they were converted to 

categorical variables and found that they were well balanced in the matched groups.22 We can thus 

examine the effect of suspended sentences on imprisonment in the matched dataset.    

The Analysis 

Following Stuart (2010: 11) we added the variable “frequency weights” to the matched 

sample to account for the non-activatable suspended sentence cases that were matched to more 

than one activatable suspended sentence case. We then analyzed the data in two stages, using 

descriptive statistics first, and inferential statistics second. The first stage presents the frequency 

(%) of imprisonment sentences (out of all sentences) imposed on defendants with and without a 

suspended sentence. We present the data separately for each of the samples: before PSM and after 

 

22 Since the dependent variables are not normally distributed, we used a Mann-Whitney test for these variables and found no significant 

differences between the two groups. See Table A1 in the Online Appendix. The distribution of the Propensity Score (PS) was also well 

balanced between the two groups (see Figures A1-A4 in the Online Appendix). 
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PSM with a caliper and with replacement. We then show the imprisonment rate again, but now 

separately for three categories of offense severity. This separate analysis allows us to examine 

whether a suspended sentence plays a different role with respect to different severity levels.  

 In the second stage, the inferential statistics stage, we first used two simple logistic regressions 

to estimate the impact of having an activatable suspended sentence on the probability of an 

imprisonment sentence for all defendants and for the matched sample. We then ran two logistic 

regressions: one for the post-PSM sample and one for the entire sample. In the post-PSM sample, 

we added the offense severity (OS) variable and the interaction between the OS and suspended 

sentence to the regression in order to examine whether the effect of offense severity on the 

likelihood of an imprisonment sentence varies for defendants with and without a suspended 

sentence. As for the entire sample, we ran a multivariate logistic regression by controlling all the 

covariates we included in the PS model, with one major difference: We included the newly created 

OS variable instead of using the principal offense penalty (in months) variable.23  

RESULTS 

Descriptive Statistics 

 Figure 1 presents the rate of imprisonment sentences for defendants with and without an 

activatable suspended sentence in the two samples. 

 

23 We controlled for two other variables that were not included in the PS model, since the groups were alike. These variables are Previous 

Aiding Illegal Aliens Offense (more than 96 percent of the defendants in both treatment and control groups were without a previous such 

offense) and Instance (more than 97 percent of the sentences were given in the first instance in both treatment and control groups). To 

examine whether this omission affected our results in the matched sample, we analyzed the database of serious offenses, after removing 

the matched pairs in which at least one of the cases (either treatment or control) had Instance = 0 or Previous Aiding Illegal Aliens Offense 

= 1. The results of the logistic regression show that the effect of the treatment after this removal was stronger than we found in Table 6 

below, indicating that removing these variables did not bias the result. For the results of the logistic regression, see Table A2 in the Online 

Appendix.  
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                   Figure 1: INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE  

Figure 1 shows that the sentences are more likely to include imprisonment for defendants with 

an activatable suspended sentence. However, while the difference is large for the unmatched 

sample, it is reduced to about 5 percent after matching. Even so, it seems that the result does not 

support the hypothesis that defendants with an activatable suspended sentence are less likely to 

receive an imprisonment sentence.  

 Analyzing the data for different levels of offense severity, in turn, shows that these trends are 

not homogenous. As expected, for the matched sample, Figure 2 shows that the probability of an 

imprisonment sentence increases with the severity of the offenses. More interestingly, changes in 

offense severity (OS) exert a smaller effect on the probability of imprisonment for defendants with 

an activatable suspended sentence. Even more importantly, for serious offenses (OS ≥ 0.66) 

defendants with an activatable suspended sentence are less likely to be sent to prison than 

defendants without a suspended sentence. For these serious offenses, the rate of imprisonment 

sentences decreases from 87.2 percent to 80.4 percent if the defendant has an activatable suspended 

sentence.24 The activatable suspended sentence increases the probability of a non-prison sentence 

for these offenders by more than 50 percent (from 12.8 percent to 19.6 percent). In other words, 

the results support the hypothesis that a suspended sentence reduces the likelihood of 

imprisonment, but only for serious offenses. 

                     Figure 2: INSERT FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE  

 

24 For the results of the unmatched sample see Figure A5 in the Online Appendix. 
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Inferential Statistics 

The results of both simple logistic regressions (for the unmatched and matched samples) 

support the finding presented above in Figure 1, meaning that when all offenses are taken together, 

a suspended sentence increases the likelihood of imprisonment (in the unmatched sample, OR = 

2.82, p > 0.001; in the matched sample (OR = 1.25, p > 0.001). Although the tendency is identical, 

in the matched sample, the effect of the activatable suspended sentence on the probability of a 

prison sentence is reduced by about half.  

               Table 5: INSERT TABLE 5 ABOUT HERE  

However, when we add offense severity (OS) and the interaction term between offense 

severity (OS) and an activatable suspended sentence to the regression, we find, once again, that a 

suspended sentence plays a very different role at different levels of offense severity:  

               Table 6: INSERT TABLE 6 ABOUT HERE 

    Table 6 shows the main effects of an activatable suspended sentence.25 For minor offenses (OS 

≤ 0.34) the odds ratio of an imprisonment sentence is 1.67 times higher for defendants with an 

activatable suspended sentence (p < 0.001). A smaller effect but with similar direction is found 

for mid-range offenses (OR = 1.26, p = 0.016).26 

 However, for serious offenses (OS ≥ 0.66) the opposite effect is found. By subtracting the 

interaction effect (-1.02) from the coefficient of the main effect (0.51), we find that defendants 

with an activatable suspended sentence are less - not more – likely to be sentenced to a term of 

 

25 The trend was consistent even for the full unmatched sample after running a multivariate logistic regression.  
26 This result was calculated by subtracting the interaction effect (-0.28) from the coefficient of the main effect (0.51) = e0.51-0.28 = 1.26 

(95% CI 1.05, 1.54). 
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imprisonment than similar defendants without an activatable suspended sentence (e0.51-1.02 = 0.60 

(95% CI 0.48, 0.75)). This result suggests that a suspended sentence does, in fact, reduce the 

likelihood of imprisonment, as we hypothesized, but only for serious offenses. In other words, 

convicts of serious offenses are less likely to be sentenced to prison if they have an activatable 

suspended sentence, ceteris paribus.  

Judges do not need to circumvent the rule when the suspended sentence is shorter than the sentence 

for the breach offense. In such cases they can activate the suspended sentence and, if needed, hold 

that the activated sentence and the sentence for the breach offense will be served concurrently. 

Hence, if the result is driven by the suspended sentences as hypothesized, we should find more 

circumventions when the activated suspended sentences are longer than the otherwise expected 

sentence for the breach offense.  

To examine whether this is the case, we divided the matched sample of severe offenses into two 

separate sub-samples. Sub-sample one includes the cases in which the activatable suspended 

sentence is longer than the median sentence for the principal offense and the cases without 

suspended sentence that were matched to them. Sub-sample two includes the remaining cases, 

meaning those in which the suspended sentence is shorter than or equal to the median sentence for 

the principal offense and the cases without suspended sentence that were matched to them. As 

expected, in the first sub-sample, the gap between the likelihood of a prison sentence in the two 

groups was larger than we found for the combined sample of severe offenses (OR = 0.51, p < 

0.001). On the other hand, in the second sub-sample we found no significant difference in the 

likelihood of a prison sentence, between defendants with and without a suspended sentence (OR = 

0.87, p = 0.49). The full results of this analysis are reported in Table A4 in the Online Appendix.  
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Additional Consequences of Activatable Suspended Sentences  

The present study concentrated on the effect of an activatable suspended sentence on 

incarceration. However, an activatable suspended sentence has a mitigating effect in many other 

cases too. The most common non-incarceration sentence in Israel is a suspended sentence (Gazal-

Ayal et al. 2012: 19–21). In fact, 95.9 percent of the convicts who do not have an activatable 

suspended sentence when sentenced receive a suspended sentence (usually alongside other types 

of sanctions). Yet when convicts with an activatable suspended sentence are sentenced, only 59.1 

percent of them are sentenced to a suspended sentence. The others only face milder penalties, such 

as probation and a fine. If we exclude defendants that have been sentenced to an immediate prison 

sentence, the gap between the two groups is even greater. Figure 3 shows that 92.4 percent of the 

defendants without an activatable suspended sentence are sentenced to a suspended term of 

imprisonment, compared to only 5.7 percent27 of those with an activatable suspended sentence. 

This serves as just another example of the unintended consequence of suspended sentences as a 

mitigating factor. Since courts must activate a suspended sentence when sentencing defendants to 

prison, whether suspended or not, they sometimes refrain from including a suspended prison term 

in the sentence, merely in order to circumvent the obligation of activating a previously imposed 

suspended sentence. 

Figure 3: INSERT FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE 

 

 

27 It seems that courts have misapplied the law in these 5.7 percent of the cases. The Penal Law requires that an imprisonment term for a 

breach offense must not be suspended in full and if judges imposed a prison sentence (suspended or not), then they must activate the 

suspended sentences. See Hok HaOnshin (Penal Law) 5737–1977, §§ 54+56(a).  
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 Activation Rate 

As previously mentioned, §55 of the Penal Law states that following a conviction of the 

further offense, “the Court shall order the conditional imprisonment to be activated.” Only when 

three strictly crafted cumulative conditions are fulfilled may the court extend the period of 

suspension (§ 56). Consistent with our hypothesis, it was found that courts made extensive use of 

prolonging suspensions despite these strict conditions. Our finding of the distorted effect of 

suspended sentences is the result of the extensive use of this exception, much beyond the legislative 

intent. Figure 1 conveys the extensive use of the exception. In the full unmatched sample, only 

57.5 percent of activatable suspended sentences were activated. In the remaining 42.5 percent of 

the cases, courts extended the term of suspension instead of activating it following a breach. This 

is hardly what the legislator envisioned. In fact, when we asked judges how they estimate the rate 

of decisions to extend the period of suspension, most estimated it to be around 10 or 15 percent 

(Reference deleted for anonymization).  

Figure 2 also presents the activation rate according to offense severity.28 This figure shows 

that, for minor breach offenses, only 41 percent of the convictions resulted in activation of the 

suspended sentence. For serious offenses the rate is, of course, higher, but still, in almost 20 percent 

of the cases, judges prolong the period of suspension following a conviction for a serious offense. 

Sensitivity Analysis 

The post-PSM results suggest that an activatable suspended sentence reduces the probability 

 

28 Since almost the entire group with an activatable suspended sentence were matched, there is no difference in the activation rate of the 

activatable suspended sentence before and after matching. 
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of an imprisonment sentence for defendants convicted of serious offenses. By using PSM with so 

many covariates that are known to affect sentencing, we substantially reduced the risk that there 

were biasing differences between the defendants with and without an activatable suspended 

sentence. Still, theoretically, there might be an unobserved covariate that is linked to the suspended 

sentence and explains the lower rate of imprisonment sentences following serious offenses in that 

group. 

 Before turning to the sensitivity analysis, it is worth explaining why it is unlikely that a hidden 

bias explains our result for serious offenses. First, the distinction between repeat offenders with a 

suspended sentence and repeat offenders without a suspended sentence is not as pivotal as one 

might think, since almost all of the non-suspended sentence offenders have had a suspended 

sentence imposed on them in the past. As Gazal-Ayal et al. (2012) show, a suspended sentence is 

a component of almost every sentence, including the most severe offenses. It is often imposed on 

top of an immediate prison term or in addition to other types of penalties. Thus, almost all the 

defendants in our non-activatable suspended sentence group either committed the offense after the 

suspension period of a previous suspended sentence had expired or (in fewer cases), their new 

offense was different in kind than the previous one and hence did not trigger a breach.29 

Furthermore, since a suspended sentence is imposed in virtually every sentence, and since it can 

be added to an immediate prison term, being subject to a suspended sentence is by no means an 

indication that the previous offense was minor.  

In fact, when applying conventional sentencing factors, defendants with an activatable 

 

29 For example, if the previous offense was a violent offense, the court might hold that a condition is that the defendant does not commit a 

violent offense within three years. If the new offense, although committed within the term, is a property offense, the suspended sentence 

is not activatable.  
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suspended sentence should probably receive a harsher sentence than ostensibly similar defendants 

without an activatable suspended sentence. While we cannot rule out that some judges will be 

deliberately harsh on defendants because they do not have an activatable suspended sentence - for 

example, because they think that these defendants have strategically waited until a previous 

suspended sentence has expired - it is much more likely that judges will see the breach of a 

suspended sentence as an aggravating factor, for several reasons. First, having a suspended 

sentence which has not yet expired usually means that the previous conviction was more recent. 

Second, it might also mean that the most recent offense has been more severe, and thus has resulted 

in a longer period of suspension. When the suspension period is longer, it is more likely that the 

defendant’s suspended sentence is still activatable when she or he reoffends. Hence, on average, 

defendants with an activatable suspended sentence should expect harsher sentences for the breach 

offense than defendants without an activatable suspended sentence who have committed a similar 

offense in similar circumstances. Third, and finally, courts might also regard the breach of 

suspended sentence terms as an aggravating factor and as an indication that the defendant 

disregards court orders. Committing an offense despite being warned by the previous sentencing 

court that you are under a sort of tryout, is an aggravating factor. For these reasons, we should thus 

have expected harsher sentences for defendants with an activatable suspended sentence.  

 Still, a sensitivity analysis can assist in examining how likely such a hidden confounding 

variable, if one exists, can explain the significant treatment effect. Therefore, the present section 

examines the sensitivity of our results to the potential existence of an unknown covariate. 

 To test the sensitivity of our findings we use Greenland's approach (Greenland 1996). The 

Greenland approach examines whether a potential unobserved binary variable, with values that are 
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distributed differently for the treated (with an activatable suspended sentence) and untreated 

(without an activatable suspended sentence), and with an effect on the outcome, is likely to explain 

the results. It seeks to estimate the "true" relationship between the treated and the outcome and an 

associated confidence interval, adjusting for the potential unobserved binary confounder (Liu et 

al. 2014: 7–8). In other words, the goal of this approach is to obtain the "true" value of the ORYX*CU 

(c = the variables included in the PS model and u = the unobserved binary confounder), assuming 

there is such an unobserved variable, where ORYX*CU is a function of the relationship between the 

unobserved binary confounder and the outcome, and the prevalence of the value “1” for this 

confounding variable among treated and untreated controls.  

 Since the relationship between such a potential unobserved confounding variable (u) and the 

outcome (imprisonment) is not available, we first examine the relationships of observed 

confounding variables and the outcome (ORYC) after running a logistic regression, to estimate the 

likely effect of such unobserved confound. The ORs between the observed confounding variables 

and the outcome ranged from 0.10 to 9.05, while only 3 variables with (ORYC) were more than 5 

or less than 1/5. These are known and uniquely influential factors and it is highly unlikely that an 

unknown factor will have a similar effect.30 We thus fixed the value of ORYU to between 1.5 and 5 

for a positive relationship and the inverse value (between 0.2 and 0.67) for a negative relationship.  

                        Table 7: INSERT TABLE 7 ABOUT HERE  

 

30 The only variables with ORYC>5 or ORYC<0.2 are remand, type of principal offense (aiding an illegal alien), and instance. Remand is 

known in most sentencing studies to be among the most influential factors affecting the likelihood of prison sentence (see Hassin and 

Kremnitzer 1993; Cano and Spohn 2012: 324). The reason “instance” is so influential is that usually, defendants do not appeal a non-

imprisonment sentence, and hence the likelihood of prison sentence after an appeal is great. Because of a Supreme Court guideline, aiding 

illegal aliens often results in imprisonment (CrimA 5198/01 Khatib v. State of Israel (Nevo 2001); CrimA 3674/04 Abu-Salem v. The State 

of Israel (Nevo 2006)).  
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 Next, we specified a range of PU1 (the prevalence of the unobserved confounding variable 

among the treated group) and PU0 (the prevalence of the unobserved confounding variable among 

the untreated group) from 5 percent to 50 percent. Following Greenland (1996: 1107) there is no 

reason to suspect that the prevalence of the unobserved will be higher in the treatment group rather 

than in the control group. Still, since Table 1 shows two variables that differ between the two 

groups in more than 20 percent, we set the difference of prevalence of the unobserved variable to 

up to 30 percent.  

 Following Liu et al. (2014) and Greenland (1996), we conducted a sensitivity analysis. We 

conducted Greenland analyses twice: once for all the defendants in the matched sample, and once 

for the serious offenses sample, examining the potential positive and negative effect of the 

unobserved covariate on the outcome. 

 Table A5 in the Online Appendix shows that the results for the whole sample are insufficiently 

stable. For a positive association and an ORYU of 3 and above, the relationship between an 

activatable suspended sentence and imprisonment may change direction to negative for some of 

the combinations. Yet, as Table 7 shows, there are only 4 variables with an ORYC higher than 3 

among the 34 considered variables. The result is somewhat more stable for negative associations 

with the unobserved confounding variable, but it is still not robust. This means that our first 

conclusion - that a suspended sentence increases the chance of an imprisonment sentence in the 

whole sample – might be affected by an unobserved confounding variable.  

 More importantly,  Table A6 in the Online Appendix presents the analysis for serious offenses 

only. In these offenses, we find that the results are robust with respect to the existence of a potential 
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unobserved confounding variable. For instance, for negative associations with the unobserved 

confounding variable on the outcome, the negative effect of an activatable suspended sentence on 

imprisonment in this group neither changed the direction nor lost its significance in almost all 

considered combinations of the values of ORYU and prevalence of the unobserved confounding 

variable in defendants with and without an activatable suspended sentence. Only when the ORYU 

is equal to or less than 0.25 and the difference in prevalence is 30 percent, does the ORYX*CU lose 

its significance.  

 The results of the Greenland sensitivity test show that it is very unlikely that a potential 

unobserved variable explains the relations between an activatable suspended sentence and 

imprisonment in serious offenses.31  

DISCUSSION 

The results show that an activatable suspended sentence reduces the likelihood of an 

imprisonment sentence in serious offenses – offenses that usually result in imprisonment. While 

the legislature believed that suspended sentences would lead to harsh consequences for those who 

breached them, the present study shows that the opposite occurs in serious offenses. Thus, people 

committing an offense in violation of a suspended sentence are often better off than offenders who 

are not associated with such a violation (ceteris paribus).  

 However, when the offense is minor, defendants without a suspended sentence have a better 

chance of evading prison. How can this be explained?  

 

31 For further strengthening the robustness and validity of the results, we conducted an additional sensitivity analysis appearing in the 

Online Appendix.   
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 It seems that suspended sentences exert two conflicting effects. On the one hand, suspended 

sentences may be activated and lead to the imprisonment of defendants that would not have 

otherwise served a prison term. This is the activation effect.  

  On the other hand, activating the suspended sentences might result in a sentence which 

judges deem to be disproportionality harsh. It is in such cases that judges seek to circumvent the 

obligation to activate the sentence, which they can only do by refraining from imposing a prison 

sentence for the breach offense. They thus refrain from imprisoning defendants with an activatable 

suspended sentence even though the offense justifies imprisonment. This is the circumvention 

effect.  

 For minor offenses, most defendants without an activatable suspended sentence are not sent 

to prison.32 Insofar as these minor offenses are concerned, defendants are likely to lose from having 

a suspended sentence because a non-custodial sentence might turn into a custodial sentence 

following the activation of the suspended sentence. Having a suspended sentence may thus 

occasionally lead to activation that increases the chances of an imprisonment sentence.  

 On the other hand, the activation effect is less substantial for serious offenses, where 

imprisonment is the likely result even without an activatable suspended sentence.33 Insofar as these 

offenses are concerned, defendants are likely to be sentenced to prison regardless of the presence 

of suspended sentences. However, the circumvention effect can – in some cases - lead to a non-

custodial sentence. Therefore, the activation effect is the dominant effect with respect to less 

 

32 For minor offenses (OS < 0.66) the base rate of imposing a prison sentence for defendants without an activatable suspended sentence is 

23.7 percent (5,375/22,639) (database before Matching).  
33 For serious offenses (OS ≥ 0.66) the base rate of imposing a prison sentence for defendants without an activatable suspended sentence 

is 79.6 percent (3,346/4,203) (database before Matching).  
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severe offenses while the circumvention effect is the dominant one with respect to the more severe 

offenses. 

 There is another interesting consequence to these results. While the severity of the offense 

affects the severity of the sentence, suspended sentences mitigate this effect. The likelihood of 

imprisonment changes dramatically for offenders without an activatable suspended sentence as the 

severity of the offense increases. However, the change is much milder for offenders with an 

activatable suspended sentence. They, too, are more likely to be imprisoned when committing a 

more severe offense, but this effect is mitigated by the activation and circumvention effects. This 

can also be seen in the different slopes of the trend-lines in Figure 4.  

                   Figure 4: INSERT FIGURE 4 ABOUT HERE          

Another important contribution of the present study is its relevance to the mandatory minimum 

sentence literature. Several scholars have argued that mandatory minimum sentence laws are often 

circumvented (Bowman and Heise 2001, 2002; Gazal-Ayal et al. 2013). Some of these studies 

even show that acquittal rates increase when mandatory sentences are introduced (Leipold 2005), 

indicating that defendants benefit from the mandatory sentence in some cases. Yet none of these 

studies show that judges are less likely to sentence defendants to imprisonment when they are 

subject to a mandatory minimum sentence law. For example, the studies that showed an increase 

in acquittal rates following the introduction of mandatory minimum sentences did not show that 

the increase in the number of acquittals was higher than the increase in the number of imprisonment 

sentences resulting from the mandatory sentence.34 More importantly, these studies applied an 

 

34 See Loftin et al. (1983: 296–7) (showing that the probability of incarceration and the average time served increased among defendants 

who were convicted); See also Joint Committee on New York Drug Law Evaluation (1978: 15).   
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uncontrolled before-and-after examination to examine the effects of mandatory penalties. Such a 

framework is methodologically problematic since many other factors can lead to changes between 

two different periods. The present study shows that the likelihood of judges sentencing defendants 

to imprisonment might decline when defendants are subjected to a mandatory minimum sentence 

(in this case to a suspended sentence), at least if the judges can avoid imposing a custodial sentence 

altogether.  

 Another surprising finding is the very high overall rate of suspended sentence extensions. As 

we show, when the legislature empowered judges to extend, rather than activate, suspended 

sentences, it made every effort to ensure that this power would only be used in exceptional cases 

(Hok HaOnshin (Penal Law) 5737–1977, §56). The data show that approximately 42.5 percent of 

the activatable suspended sentences cases (sample before matching) do not result in activation. 

The exception has almost become the rule. This is another example of the legislature's failure in 

conveying its message to the courts.  

 As indicated, the present study focused on the effect of suspended sentences on prison 

sentences. However, the results show that a suspended sentence has a mitigating effect in minor 

offenses too, in cases that are unlikely to result in imprisonment. In these cases, the appropriate 

sanction is usually a suspended sentence. But when a defendant reaches the sentencing phase with 

an activatable suspended sentence from a previous conviction, courts cannot impose a new 

suspended sentence without activating the old one.35 The courts thus refrain from imposing a new 

suspended sentence in many of these cases in order to circumvent the duty to activate the old one. 

 

35 As indicated, if courts impose imprisonment for the breach offense, they are not authorized to suspend the entire term of imprisonment 

(see Hok HaOnshin (Penal Law) 5737–1977, § 54).  
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Again, in these cases, defendants receive a lighter sentence because of being subjected to a 

previous suspended sentence. Note, though, that in these cases the offenders will still be subject to 

the previously imposed suspended sentence since the court prolonged the suspension term, 

meaning that the lighter sentence is mainly de jure but not de facto.   

 Our study examines a specific type of judicial circumvention of the law. Judicial 

circumvention of the law, or, at least, the spirit of the law, is not rare.  The factors allowing lower 

courts to pave an independent road despite Supreme Court precedents have been extensively 

studied in the literature (Murphy 1959; Baum 1976; Tokson 2015). Still, the case at issue should 

not be categorized as disobedience of lower courts to the Supreme Court or to the legislature. First, 

the Israeli Supreme Court, which also functions as an appellate court, has similarly circumvented 

the law in specific cases without openly stating that such circumvention is allowed.36 Second, the 

sentencing judges are both the judges who impose suspended sentences and those required to 

activate them. In fact, in rural areas, defendants are sometimes sentenced by the same judges in 

the first and second round and then judges sometimes extend a suspended sentence they imposed 

on the same defendants previously.37 

 

36 For example, in 2014 the Supreme Court reversed lower courts’ decisions regarding the proportionate sentencing range for illegal entry 

to Israel. The sentencing range is a desert-based range determined by the courts; and deviating from that range is only allowed in rare cases, 

usually for rehabilitation purposes (Roberts & Gazal Ayal, 2012). The Supreme Court held that the lower bound of the sentencing range 

for that offense can be a suspended prison sentence (overturning district court decisions setting the lower bound to a one-month non-

suspended prison term, hence requiring an immediate prison sentence to practically all offenders). After setting the sentencing range, the 

Supreme Court sentenced most of the appellants in that consolidated case to suspended sentences. However, one appellant had a 10-month 

activatable suspended sentence, following a previous conviction. The Court criticized the excessive suspended sentence imposed on that 

appellant in the first round. To allow the extension of this suspended sentence, the court sentenced this defendant only to a fine, while 

deviating from the sentencing range it had established earlier that day. See, CrimA 1441/14 Khamis v. State of Israel (Nevo 2014). 

37 For example, CrimC 31364-11-15 Safed Prosecution Service v. Hemo (Nevo 2017) (following violence offenses, the defendant was 

sentenced, among other things, to 12 months suspended sentence. He breached the terms by threatening a police officer and resisting an 

arrest. The same judge decided to deviate from the proportionate sentencing range and imposed a sentence of probation while extending 

the term of suspension because the probation officer recommended that imprisonment would be avoided). 
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It seems that judges’ resistance to the legal rule is not a stable preference. They show a different 

attitude to the suspended sentence when they sentence a defendant in the first round, and when 

they are instructed to activate the suspended sentence in the second round, following a breach. 

When they are first-round judges, they include a suspended sentence in almost every sentence. For 

first-round judges, the need to deter the defendant from reoffending is clear and salient and the 

possibility that the defendant will not be deterred, breach the terms, and thus face an excessive 

sentence is speculative and distant. When they become second-round judges, the activation of the 

suspended sentence has an immediate and clear effect on the defendant, while the effect of one 

decision not to activate the suspended sentence on the credibility of suspended sentences and their 

deterring effect is remote and speculative. It might be the result of the “certainty effect” - people’s 

tendency to overweight outcomes that are considered certain - that leads to such incoherent 

behavior (Kahneman and Tversky 1979). That means that judges in each round do not fully 

consider the effect of their decision on the other round. 

 This finding might have a broader implication on our understanding of judicial resistance to 

mandatory sentencing laws. Judges might circumvent such laws because they believe the laws are 

wrong and should not have been adopted (Tonry 2009). But this study indicates that they might 

circumvent those laws, even if they have no such general objection. The fact that judges add 

suspended sentences to almost every sentence implies that they do not oppose such minimum 

sentences. After all, they impose these often harsh suspended sentences. Still, they often 

circumvent the law when they believe it’s wrong to apply it. In other words, judges might agree 

that a minimum sentence law is justified if asked about it in the abstract, and still circumvent it 

frequently, when faced with the result of implementing it.  
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 Our results question the effectiveness of suspended sentences, or at least the Israeli version of 

suspended sentences. Any type of sanction adopted should fulfill the objectives of a properly 

considered and coherent system of punishment (Bagaric 1999: 543). In Israel, the main principle 

in sentencing is proportionality between the seriousness of the offense and the severity of the 

punishment (Roberts and Gazal-Ayal 2013). Our results suggest that the Israeli suspended sentence 

fails to achieve this main goal, and especially in the case of serious offenses. Furthermore, 

suspended sentences were supposed to be a sword hanging over the head of offenders. Offenders 

were supposed to know that they would serve a prison term as prescribed in their original sentence 

if they reoffended. Yet, if suspended sentences can often save offenders from prison, as this study 

shows, they are often counterproductive. Under these terms, suspended sentences do not 

necessarily increase specific deterrence, but might rather undermine it. 

 Future studies should examine more nuanced questions. For example, it might be the case that 

the likelihood of imprisonment is smaller for offenders with suspended sentences, but that their 

sentences are longer when they are nevertheless sent to prison. If that is indeed the case, it would 

be possible to argue that suspended sentences can still increase deterrence and prevent offenders 

from committing a breach offense – even for serious offenses with a high probability of 

imprisonment. We will examine this question in future studies. 

LIMITATIONS 

 Like most field studies it is always possible that despite the robustness check, an unobservable 

variable drives the result. Judges might be harsher on defendants without activatable suspended 

sentences for a reason that is not captured by the data we possess. Still, we believe that a false 
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positive is highly unlikely. First, we read dozens of decisions to extend suspended sentences, and 

these decisions did not mention any mitigating variable that was unique to defendants with 

suspended sentences. While such a variable may exist even if judges do not mention it, its lack of 

appearance is an indication, especially since judges do, from time to time, mention the 

excessiveness of the suspended term as a reason to extend it, even though, legally, that should not 

be a factor in the decision. Second, in the serious offenses sample, we found that the treatment 

effect is concentrated where the suspended sentence is longer than the median sentence for the 

principal offense. In these cases, activation is likely to result in a sentence that is harsher than the 

judges want to impose. On the other hand, when the suspended sentence was shorter, it did not 

have a significant effect. If suspended sentenced defendants are less likely to be sentenced to prison 

for other reasons, one would expect a similar effect for shorter and longer suspended sentences.  

 Charging practices and plea bargains also challenge sentencing studies. The data did not allow 

us to directly observe prosecutorial charging discretion. It is possible that, especially in plea 

bargaining, prosecutors remove some provable charges that can activate a suspended sentence in 

return for a guilty plea to other charges. As Bjerk (2005) shows, prosecutors might manipulate the 

charges that way to circumvent mandatory minimum sentences. If prosecutors sometimes dismiss 

charges to prevent activation, some of the defendants in our control group should have been in the 

treatment group.  

 Yet this does not seem to pose a substantial limitation on our conclusion. Prosecutors are 

probably more willing to dismiss the activating charges when they believe that the sentence 

resulting from activation would be too harsh or, at least, that they can leave with a more lenient 

one. Hence, in these cases activation is probably perceived, on average, less justified than in other 
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cases in the treatment group. In other words, if these cases had been in our treatment group, the 

likelihood of non-activation would have probably increased. Hence, including these cases in the 

treatment group would have probably strengthened the circumvention effect, not weakened it.  

CONCLUSIONS 

Consistent with other studies, this study shows how difficult it is to restrain judicial sentencing 

discretion by introducing mandatory minimum sentencing, and how attempts to impose such 

restraints might fail. An attempt to assure harsher sentences for defendants who are subject to 

suspended sentences gives rise to a very peculiar sentencing regime. True, judges sometimes 

activate the sentence even when they would have refrained from incarcerating the defendant if she 

or he had not had an activatable suspended sentence. This activation effect seems to indicate that 

suspended sentences operate as expected. 

 Yet, and unintentionally, the law has created another contradictory effect – the circumvention 

effect. By permitting courts to extend the term of suspension only when they impose a non-prison 

sentence for the breach offense, this has incentivized courts to refrain from sentencing defendants 

with suspended sentences to prison when they deem the resulting sentence as being too harsh. This 

unintended circumvention effect undermines the activation effect. Because of the circumvention 

effect, suspended sentences reduce the likelihood of an imprisonment sentence in serious offenses. 

In these offenses, the attempt to harshen the sentences of defendants who breach a suspended 

sentence fails. Indeed, in these cases, the suspended sentence, which was supposed to be a 

punishment, turns out to be a benefit.    

 In addition, suspended sentences reduce the correlation between the severity of the offense 
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and the severity of the sentence. All in all, suspended sentences undermine the principle of 

proportionality in sentencing, an outcome that was neither intended nor expected when the 

legislature adopted this version of a suspended sentence.  

 When a law prohibits judges from adjusting the sentence to the case, they might wish to 

circumvent the law. If circumvention is only possible by refraining from convicting the defendant 

or refraining from imprisoning him, judges might sometimes do exactly that. This “all or nothing” 

feature of the legislation is aimed at forcing judges to choose “all” but might result in many of 

them choosing “nothing” instead.  
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  TABLES 

A. Table 1 

                                            Table1.    Descriptive Characteristics - By Research Group (Without/With an Activatable Suspended Sentence (A.S.S.)) (Unmatched Sample) 

 Without an A.S.S. With an A.S.S. Total 

n (%) n (%) n (%) 

Variable Total number of people 27,000 (85.5) 4,592 (14.5) 31,592 (100) 

Gender Male 25,608 (94.8) 4,398 (95.8) 30,006 (95) 

 Female 1,392 (5.2) 194 (4.2) 1,586 (5) 

Age 45+ 8,257 (30.6) 1,187 (25.8) 9,444 (29.9) 

 35-44 7,233 (26.8) 1,156 (25.2) 8,389 (26.6) 

 25-34 7,920 (29.3) 1,604 (34.9) 9,524 (30.1) 

 18-24 3,590 (13.3) 645 (14) 4,235 (13.4) 

Religion Not Jewish 11,204 (41.5) 1,807 (39.4) 13,011 (41.2) 

 Jewish 15,796 (58.5) 2,785 (60.6) 18,581 (58.8) 

Parenthood Without Minor Child 13,610 (50.4) 2,751 (59.9) 16,361 (51.8) 

 With Minor Child 13,390 (49.6) 1,841 (40.1) 15,231 (48.2) 

Previously Activated Suspended Sentence No 21,993 (81.5) 2,859 (62.3) 24,852 (78.7) 

 Yes 5,007 (18.5) 1,733 (37.7) 6,740 (21.3) 

Previous Imprisonment   No 19,597 (72.6) 1,931 (42.1) 21,528 (68.1) 

 Yes 7,403 (27.4) 2,661 (57.9) 10,064 (31.9) 

Previous Juvenile Record   No 18,453 (68.3) 2,813 (61.3) 21,266 (67.3) 

 Yes 8,547 (31.7) 1,779 (38.7) 10326 (32.7) 

Previous Property Offense No 17,068 (63.2) 1,991 (43.4) 19,059 (60.3) 

 Yes 9,932 (36.8) 2,601 (56.6) 12,533 (39.7) 

Previous Bodily Offense   No 18,355 (68) 2,194 (47.8) 20,549 (65) 

 Yes 8,645 (32) 2,398 (52.2) 11,043 (35) 

Previous Drug Offense   No 20,240 (75) 2,586 (56.3) 22,826 (72.3) 

 Yes 6,760 (25) 2,006 (43.7) 8,766 (27.7) 

Previous Aiding Illegal Aliens Offense No 26,003 (96.3) 4,432 (96.5) 30,435 (96.3) 

 Yes 997 (3.7) 160 (3.5) 1,157 (3.7) 

Previous Judicial Authority Offense   No 2,0671 (76.6) 2,852 (62.1) 23,523 (74.5) 

 Yes 6,329 (23.4) 1,740 (37.9) 8,069 (25.5) 

Previous Other Offense No 10,086 (37.4) 979 (21.3) 11,065 (35) 

 Yes 16,914 (62.6) 3,613 (78.7) 20,527 (65) 
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Court Regions   Central District 6,314 (23.4) 1,096 (23.9) 7,410 (23.5) 

 Haifa District 4,917 (18.2) 771 (16.8) 5,688 (18) 

 Jerusalem District 3,203 (11.9) 390 (8.5) 3,593 (11.4) 

 Northern District 3,040 (11.3) 438 (9.5) 3,478 (11) 

 Tel Aviv District 4,320 (16) 751 (16.4) 5,071 (16.1) 

 Southern District 5,206 (19.3) 1,146 (25) 6,352 (20.1) 

Principal Offense Type   Aiding Illegal Aliens 969 (3.6) 108 (2.4) 1,077 (3.4) 

 Bodily Harm Offense 4,978 (18.4) 912 (19.9) 5,890 (18.6) 

 Property Offense 4,937 (18.3) 1,169 (25.5) 6,106 (19.3) 

 Public Order Offense 8,109 (30) 1,104 (24) 9,213 (29.2) 

 Other Offense 3,465 (12.8) 184 (4) 3,649 (11.6) 

 Drugs Offense 4,542 (16.8) 1,115 (24.3) 5,657 (17.9) 

Multiple Charges One 23,401 (86.7) 4,063 (88.5) 27,464 (86.9) 

 More than One 3,599 (13.3) 529 (11.5) 4,128 (13.1) 

Additional Minor Offenses  Without 16,721 (61.9) 2,366 (51.5) 19,087 (60.4) 

 One 6,824 (25.3) 1,409 (30.7) 8,233 (26.1) 

 More than One 3,455 (12.8) 817 (17.8) 4,272 (13.5) 

Remand No 20,336 (75.3) 2,069 (45.1) 22,405 (70.9) 

 Yes 6,664 (24.7) 2,523 (54.9) 9,187 (29.1) 

Plea Bargain   Without 4,009 (14.8) 760 (16.6) 4,769 (15.1) 

 With 19,539 (72.4) 3,348 (72.9) 22,887 (72.4) 

 Unknown 3,452 (12.8) 484 (10.5) 3,936 (12.5) 

Instance Appeal Court 480 (1.8) 126 (2.7) 606 (1.9) 

 First Instance 26,520 (98.2) 4,466 (97.3) 30,986 (98.1) 

Previous Convictions  mean±SD  4.43 (5.32) 6.41 (6.78) 4.71 (5.6) 

Principal Offense Penalty (month) mean±SD  52.72 (51.93) 66.79 (61.54) 54.76 (53.67) 

First Offense to Sentencing (months) mean±SD  27 (23.83) 21.10 (20.63) 26.14 (23.48) 

Imprisonment No 18,231 (67.5) 1,950 (42.5) 20,181 (63.9) 

 Yes 8,769 (32.5) 2,642 (57.5) 11,411 (36.1) 
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B. Table 2 

 

                                                                   Table 2.   Covariates Included in the Propensity Score Model 

Variable Description 

Gender Gender of the defendant; 0=Male and 1=Female 

Age Age at the final sentencing (4 categories): 18–24 as a reference group, 25–

34, 35–44, 45+ 

Religion Religion of the defendant: 0=Not Jewish and 1 = Jewish 

Parenthood Whether the defendant had minor children at the time of final sentencing; 0= 

without minor children, 1=with minor children 

Previous Activating Suspended Sentence Whether or not a court activated a suspended sentence against the defendant 

in the previous 10 years:  0= No, 1=Yes 

Previous Imprisonment   Whether the defendant received a prison sentence in the preceding 5 years: 

0=No, 1=Yes 

Previous Juvenile Record   Whether the defendant had a juvenile criminal record: 0= No, 1= Yes 

Previous Property Offense Whether the defendant was found guilty of a Property offense in the 10 years 

prior to the final sentencing: 0= No and 1= Yes 

Previous Bodily Offense   Whether the defendant was found guilty of a Bodily offense in the 10 years 

prior to the final sentencing: 0= No and 1= Yes 

Previous Drug Offense   Whether the defendant was found guilty of a Drug offense in the 10 years 

prior to the final sentencing: 0= No and 1= Yes 

Previous Judicial Authority Offense   Whether the defendant was found guilty of a Judicial Authority offense in 

the 10 years prior to the final sentencing: 0= No and 1= Yes 

Previous Other Offense Whether the defendant was found guilty of another offense in the 10 years 

prior to the final sentencing: 0= No and 1= Yes 

Previous Convictions   Number of previous convictions (numeric variable)  

Court Regions   The district of the Court where the defendant was convicted and sentenced; 

South = reference category, Center, Haifa, Jerusalem, North, and Tel Aviv  

Principal Offense Type   The type of principal offense (that is the most serious offense in the 

indictment); Drug offense as reference, Aiding Illegal Aliens,1 Bodily Harm, 

Property, Public Order and Other Offense. (Exact matching)  

Multiple Charges Whether or not the indictment includes multiple charges; coded 0= one 

charge, 1 = more than one charge 

Additional Minor Offenses  Whether or not the indictment includes minor offenses (beyond the principal 

offense); coded 0= without additional offenses (as reference), 1= with one 

additional offense, 2= more than one additional offense 

 

1 Since the data is restricted to Israelis, immigration offenses are mainly offenses pertaining to Israelis who host, employ or drive a person who entered Israel illegally. 
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Remand Whether or not the defendant was detained when the indictment was issued; 

0= No and 1= Yes  

Plea Bargain   Whether the defendant reached a plea bargain at any stage of the trial; coded 

0= without as a reference, 1= with and 2= unknown 

Offense Severity A new variable that captured the severity of the principal offense. This 

severity variable is based on the rate of offenders convicted of that offense 

as the principal offense that were sentenced to a term of imprisonment (3 

categories); coded 0= up to 0.34 (as reference), 1= 0.341–0.659, 2= 0.66+ 

(or Minor Offenses; Mid-range Offenses; Serious Offenses) (Exact 

matching). 

Principal Offense Penalty The maximum sentence prescribed by law for the principal offense in 

months 

First Offense to Sentencing The time elapsing from the commission of the first offense to the sentence 

in months 
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C. Table 3 
 

Table 3.     Frequency (Numbers and Percentages) of Control Group Cases by the Number of Treatment Group Cases they were Matched to  

 Valid Frequency Percent Cumulative Percent 

1 2,706 78.7% 78.7% 

2 498 14.5% 93.2% 

3 132 3.8% 97% 

4 61 1.8% 98.8% 

5 25 0.7% 99.5% 

6 7 0.2% 99.7% 

7 8 0.2% 99.9% 

10 1  0.03% 100% 

Total  3,438 100% 100% 

Total Weighted Matched  4,575   

 

                                                                                      Note: We used PSM with replacement, meaning that some defendants without an activatable 

suspended sentence (control group) were matched to more than one defendant with an activatable 

suspended sentence (treatment group). The table shows that 97 percent of the matched non-

activatable suspended sentence cases were matched to up to 3 activatable suspended sentence 

cases. This process resulted in a dataset of 3,438 defendants without an activatable suspended 

sentence. After taking into account a number of times each control is matched by using frequency 

weights,  the sample includes 4,575 weighted matched cases without an activatable suspended 

sentence that were matched to 4,575 cases with an activatable suspended sentence.  
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D. Table 4 

                         Table 4.     Standardized Differences % - By an A.S.S.: Before and After Matching  

                                       With and Without an Activatable Suspended Sentence (A.S.S.) 
 Minor Offenses Mid-range Offenses Serious Offenses 

Variables Before Matching 

N= 19,012 

Weighted Matched  

N= 4,334 

Before Matching 

N= 7,013 

Weighted Matched  

N= 1,685 

Before Matching 

N= 5,397 

Weighted Matched  

N=1,994 

Female     4.74  -1.07 -1.63  1.56   1.71 -1.65 

45+ -10.42   6.00 -6.75 -1.63 -3.32 -2.89 

35-44  -1.50 -5.60 -5.44  1.65 -3.28  2.58 

25-34 14.88  -0.09  8.08  -0.45   2.44 -1.75 

18-24 -4.43 -0.79 4.78   0.60  3.89  2.30 

Jewish          -11.21  0.34 1.30 1.25   0.02  2.02 

With Minor Child           16.26 0.42           14.70 6.91           22.06 1.92 

Previous Imprisonment          -52.49            -3.25          -67.77  0.22          -81.22 -0.91 

Remand          -58.90             1.37         -70.83            -3.33          -47.88 -6.40 

Central District  3.40             2.13           -1.23            -1.44 -0.30 -3.85 

Haifa District           -8.90            -0.43            -3.50            -1.48  7.67  5.56 

Jerusalem District         -10.52           -2.56         -17.86            -0.33 -9.15              -3.15 

Northern District           -5.61            -0.31           -1.68             1.36 -4.41   0.93 

Tel Aviv District            3.07             0.68 0.33            -0.57 -5.52 -2.65 

Southern District          13.71            -0.50          18.55             2.50  8.01  2.83 

Without Plea Bargain            6.51            2.65           -2.60             1.12           -1.00   0.41  

With Plea Bargain            0.90             -0.28            1.48             3.50 6.45 -1.82 

Unknown Plea Bargain          -8.00           -2.38 0.55            -1.50           -8.63  2.26 

With Previous A.S.S.        -39.08            2.68         -29.52            -9.93         -58.11  0.54 

Previous Property Offense        -37.36            1.18         -28.70            -4.70         -47.14             -2.80 

Previous Bodily Offense        -43.26            2.91         -60.15             1.75         -25.28 8.57 

Previous Drug Offense        -42.45            0.35           -7.75            -4.00         -52.27 7.13 

Previous Judicial Authority Offense        -30.83            2.36         -30.62            -4.65         -32.21 4.33 

Previous Other Offense        -34.48            4.68         -43.40             0         -30.11 0.56 

Previous Juvenile Record          -8.02            0.71             -6.13            -7.88         -25.94             -1.69 

Multiple Charges (more than one)           2.57            2.72            8.68             0.64          25.34             -2.62 

Without Additional Minor Offenses        -13.81            0.43         -30.02            -0.84         -11.84             -6.64 

One Additional Minor Offenses           8.57            -0.76          17.48 0.67 7.74 7.70 

More than One Additional Offenses            9.64             0.42          16.81 0.26 5.10 -0.77 

First Offense to Sentencing (months)        -15.35             1.43        -33.03            -4.54         -41.78             -6.87 

Principal Offense Penalty (months)         43.43           -0.16           7.81            -0.78 4.07  0.71 

Previous Convictions         30.51            3.32         19.43             0.63          41.40             -2.33 

 Note:  Table 4 presents the standardized differences in percentages (%) for all the covariates included in the propensity score model before and after matching at the different 

levels of the offense severity variable. Before matching, the two groups were unbalanced at each level of offense severity.  
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 In the minor offenses category, a total of 18 variables were unbalanced (highlighted in dark gray in the table). In the mid-range offenses category, a total of 15 variables were 

unbalanced and in serious offenses category, a total of 14 variables were unbalanced. After matching (weighted matched), at each level of the offense severity variable, none of 

the covariates were unbalanced. In minor offenses category, the variable with the largest standardized differences in absolute value was age (45+) (Standardized Differences = 6 

percent). In the mid-range offenses category, the variable with the largest absolute value of standardized differences was with previous activatable suspended sentence 

(Standardized Differences = 9.93 percent), and in the serious offense's category, the variable with the largest standardized differences in absolute value was previous bodily offense 

(Standardized Differences = 8.57 percent). These data provide good evidence that the treated and control groups were matched adequately at each level of the offense severity 

variable. 
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E. Table 5 
                                                

                                       Table 5.     Simple Logistic Regression of the Likelihood of Imposing Imprisonment 

Dependent Variable = Imprisonment (ref. No) 

 Before Matching Matched  

 B SE OR 95% CI B SE OR 95% CI 

With an Activatable Suspended Sentence     1.04***  0.03     2.82   2.64, 3.00   0.22*** 0.04 1.25 1.15, 1.35 

Intercept     -0.73*** 0.01 0.48  0.08** 0.03 1.09  

N 31,422    8,013    

N (Weighted)     9,150    
                                                                     **p<0.01; ***p≤0.001 

F. Table 6 
 

                                      Table 6.        Logistic Regression of the Likelihood of Imposition of an Imprisonment Sentence Before and After Matching  

Dependent Variable= Imprisonment (ref. No) 

 Before Matching Matched  

 B SE OR 95% CI B SE OR 95% CI 

With an Activatable Suspended Sentence  0.89*** 0.06 2.44 2.16, 2.76 0.51*** 0.06 1.67 1.48, 1.88 

Offense Severity (OS) (ref. up to .34)         

OS 0.66+ 2.76*** 0.06 15.73 14.05, 17.61 2.79*** 0.10 16.34 13.50, 19.78 

OS 0.341–0.65 1.49*** 0.05 4.44 4.07, 4.84 1.53*** 0.08 4.62 3.94, 5.42 

OS x with an A.S.S.         

OS 0.66+ x with an A.S.S. -1.80*** 0.12 0.17 0.13, 0.21 -1.02*** 0.13 0.36 0.28, 0.47 

OS 0.341–0.65 x with an A.S.S. -0.85*** 0.11 0.43 0.35, 0.54 -0.28* 0.12 0.76 0.61, 0.95 

Intercept -1.22*** 0.17 0.30  -0.88*** 0.05 0.42  

N 31,422    8,013    

N (Weighted)     9,150    

-2 Log likelihood 23320.80    10698.14    

Chi square 17793.08***    1902.46***    

Nagelkerke R square 0.592    0.251    
                                                                   *p<0.05; ***p≤0.001      

Note: Sample before matching. We controlled for all covariates included in the Propensity Score Model. The full analysis is presented in the Online Appendix (see Table A3). 
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G. Table 7  
 

                                      Table 7.   Logistic Regression to Determine the Range of Odds Ratio (ORS) - Entire Matched Sample 

 

   Number of Observation= 8,013 
Number of Observation (weighted= 9,150) 

Dependent Variable=Imprisonment (ref. No) 

OR SE B  
  0.50   0.16 ***.700- Female Defendant   

 

  0.59 

  0.75  

  0.67   

 

0.13 

.120 

.100 

 
***.530- 

     *.290-  
***.410- 

)24–18 ref.Age ( 

45+ 

44–35 

          34–25 

  0.64 .060 ***.450- Jewish Defendant 
  0.83 0.06 **.180- Parenthood   
1.47 .070 ***.390  Previous Activating S.S. (ref. without)   
2.46 .070 ***.900 Previous Imprisonment 

1.02 .010    *.020 Previous Convictions 
0.97 0.07 -0.03    Previous Juvenile Record  

1.19 0.07 **.170 Previous Property Offense   

1.01 0.06   .010 Previous Bodily Harm Offense    
1.10 0.07   .090 Previous Drug Offense    

1.17  .200   .160 Previous Aiding Illegal Aliens Offense   
 0.94 .060 -0.06    Previous Judicial Authority Offense    

1.11 .080   .100 Previous Other Offense  
 

1.29 

  1.00   

1.95 

1.58 

1.59 

 

0.09 

.100 

0.12 

.110 

.090 

 
**.250 

0.00   
***.670 
***.460 
***.460 

Court Regions (ref. Southern District)  
Central District 

Haifa District 
Jerusalem District 
Northern District 
Tel Aviv District 

 

8.48 

1.30 

 1.22  

 0.92 

  4.13  

 

.250 

0.10 

0.09 

.090 

.160 

 
***2.14 
**.260 

*    20.0 

-0.08     
***1.42 

Principal Offense Type (ref. Drug Offenses) 

Aiding Illegal Aliens Offense 
Bodily Harm Offenses 
Property Offenses 
Public Order Offenses 
Other Offenses 

 

1.34 

 

0.09 

 
**.300 

Multiple Charges (ref. One) 
More than One    

 

1.76 

3.08 

 

0.07 

.090 

 
***.570 
***1.13 

Additional Minor Offenses (ref. without) 
One 

More than One 
0.98 .000 ***.020- First Offense to Sentencing (month) 

9.05   0.07 ***2.20 Remand  
 

 0.65  

 0.50  

 

0.08 

.120 

 
***.440- 
***.690- 

Plea Bargain (ref. without) 

With 
Unknown    

 

0.10 

 

.240 

 
***2.33- 

Instance (ref. Appeal Court) 
First Instance   

                                              *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p≤0.001    

  Note: This table presents the range of the odds ratio for all the observed variables, in order to estimate the relationship between 

a potential unobserved variable and the outcome, which is not available, to examine how likely such this variable, if one 
exists, can explain the significant treatment effect. 


